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Props up to Covers – Boat Topics Explored
The annual winter gathering of Heartland Classics members is always as much a social affair as it is a learning
experience.
Early Saturday morning February 17, 2018, the coffee was brewing and donuts were out at Howard Classic
Boats near Ketchum, OK. There was a “reunion” atmosphere with lots of catching up going on about boats and
families.
Dan Diehl, the Annual Workshop Chair, got everyone down to business with introductions all around. It was
great to have so many “first timers” in the group.

Gary O’Banion, owner of Performance Propeller, was the first speaker. There was no shortage of questions
for him! A few examples of the Q&A:
How much change can you make in a prop? Maximum 2” in pitch and diameter. And it is NOT
recommended that it be changed back.
What does changing the cup of the blade do? More cup generally means lower rpm and/or higher speed.
How does changing the pitch affect the performance? Determine first how you generally run your boat. A
higher pitch is best for “wide open” running.
Does having a shiny prop make a difference? Shiny is mostly for show. If anything, shiny reduces the force
against the water.
What’s the difference between using three blades and four blades on the prop? For sure, a four blade prop
makes it harder to steer backing up.
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Which is more desirable; a prop with a hub or no hub? No hub is his choice. The fewer separate parts, the
better.
There were many more questions. In all cases, Gary visits with a customer about how the boat is going to be
used and what changes are desired before he will adjust a prop.

Dick Moist then demonstrated how to lubricate the steering, shift,
or throttle cables in a boat without having to remove them. He used
about 30” of fuel line hose which he tightly clamped onto the
exposed end of the steering cable. He then filled the hose with
Marvel Mystery Oil. An air compressor coupler was then tightly
clamped to the open end of the fuel hose. The compressor at 60#
forced the new lubricant through the cable conduit. He said that at
first some dark sludge came out the other end, then gradually
evidence of the fresh oil coming through. Result: steering as good
as new. Dick gave credit to searching on the internet for solutions
to this problem.
Steve Howard from Howard Classic Boats explained the process
of what the shop was doing to restore the 1947 small cabin cruiser
lapstrake sailboat. The Douglas fir planking was originally fastened
in with square copper nails. The owner of the boat wanted any
refastening done with period correct square copper nails! To
remove planks which needed replacing, the old nails were either
ground out or cut off. The old planks became the pattern for the
new plank. The replacement nails were obtained from R&W
Enterprises. As each nail is set in the plank, from the inside, a rove set was used to broaden and flatten the
point of the nail on the inside of the plank.

Bill Buchanan (from Arkansas) and Dan Diehl (from Oklahoma) found out
earlier in a phone call that they were both trying to solve a similar problem. At the
workshop they shared their two methods of replicating a plastic part for a boat
from an original sample.
Bill needed to replace the “Arkansas Traveler” name plate on a boat. Using
Legos, he made a trough large enough to hold the pieces of the original name
plate. He secured those pieces in the bed of the trough as though they were
whole, then sprayed them with a cooking oil. From a “mold making” kit found at
Hobby Lobby, Bill poured the mixture into the trough and let it set to form the
mold for the new name plate. From that same kit, he poured the liquid plastic into
the flexible mold, and now he has a whole “ArkansasTraveler” for his boat which
just needs a bit of paint to look original.
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